Nomadics Custom Artwork - Agreement
We are excited to create custom artwork for you on your tipi. As with all art
commissions, it is important that both parties communicate clearly about their ideas,
expectations and limitations. Please acknowledge our procedure checklist and our
disclaimer, and let us know if you have questions or concerns:
Procedure Checklist:

● You discuss your ideas with our Office Team and send us related images via
email to nomadics@tipi.com
● Our Office Team will ask specific questions about your custom art idea to gather
information for your custom quote.
● Please provide a budget max. It will help the artist determine to what extent we
may need to simplify your images.
● You can choose to use any of the colors from our color palettes in any
combination you would like. We are also happy to mix up custom colors for you.
If you need a precise color - we request that you pick that color from the available
palette of one of our paint providers, Miller Paint or Sherwin Williams.
● If we incorporate some of our existing designs, they are less expensive than
custom work, but they are drawn with patterns in specific sizes only.
● Artwork on a tipi is painting on an asymmetrical cone - proportions differ, please
keep this in mind when designing your tipi.
● You agree on what is most important to you and where you will allow the artist
room for interpretation
Our Office Team will relate everything to the artist, then the artist comes back with an
estimate. If you agree to the estimate, that is the amount you will pay for the artwork,
unless you make changes.
Art Consultation Fees:
There is no charge when discussing your art ideas with the Office Team. If you would
like to discuss specifics with the artist, the following fees apply. These fees will need to
be paid upfront, they are not part of the artwork quote and they are non-refundable.
● $35 - Initial Consultation, $35/hr for any longer communication with the artist.
● $100 - Mock-up, rough pencil sketch. Includes few small changes.
● $50 - Change fee - Once your art is confirmed, every change has a change fee.
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Nomadics Custom Artwork - Disclaimer
Custom artwork is not refundable.
If you cancel your custom art or tipi order after we have started to paint it, we will refund
the cost of the canvas only, with a 10% cancellation fee. Unopened tipis and
accessories can be returned at the cost of the customer, and are subject to a 10%
restocking fee. All painted items will be reimbursed at the unpainted item price only and
are subject to the 10% restocking fee. All artwork is non-refundable.
If you have rejected the artwork as unacceptable, then we are unable to fulfill your
artistic expectations, and although we always do our very best to create what you
envision, we will not try a second time.

Tipi Care
Tipi art is artwork on a canvas that is exposed to the elements. Please take into
consideration that your canvas could get dirty, form mold spots or be impacted by harsh
UV radiation. When spending money on artwork on a tipi cover that is exposed to the
elements, please acknowledge that the art will fade over time, or the canvas itself might
get bridle, tear, rot or disintegrate. Artwork on a liner will typically last longer than
artwork on a cover. To prolong the lifespan of your canvas, please be sure to read ‘Care
of your Tipi’ and treat your canvas with a protective finish once a year.
Please acknowledge and accept the terms stated above by emailing your consent.
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